REPORTS ON A VISIT TO THE AQUARIUM, July 2004
“WHAT I LIKE ABOUT THE AQUARIUM” BY MAYRA SOTELO
What I like about the aquarium was that there were too many beautiful and colorful fish
and then we saw this huge turtle in the fish tank. Then we went to see frogs that were
poisonous. We then saw a big fat anaconda; it was sleeping. The nicest thing in the
aquarium was when we saw the sea otters and the beluga whales. After seeing those
animals my brother and I where playing this game that you needed to take a deep
breath with some equipment that you could play with and my brother beat me. Later we
where all hungry and went to a cafeteria and it was full. So then we asked somebody
where there was another place to eat if you brought something to eat. Then we finished
and went to a dolphin show and it was fun because you saw the dolphin’s do tricks and
eat. We really had a great time with Ms. Beth at the aquarium. At 2:30 we left the
aquarium and it was raining so we had to hurry up to catch a free trolley and it took us
to the red line train station. From there we stopped on Bryn Mawr and my brother and I
took a bus to go home and Ms. Beth to another train because she had to go somewhere
else. We told our parents that we had a great time with Ms. Beth at the aquarium.
By Ramiro Lugarda
I would like to talk about the whales at the aquarium. We saw many animals. The
whales heart is by their tails. We saw even an electric eel and it looked like a hot dog.
And we even saw rays, different colors. Some of them were black and others were
brown and had white spots. And one moved like it was flying.
By Daniel Arvidez
I liked the penguins swimming and sitting on the rocks inside the aquarium. They were
walking around and diving around in the water.
The dolphins were called mammals. The trainers taught the dolphins to come near them
to know shapes like circle, triangle, star, and square.
By Alex Soto
I liked when we saw a big fish and a hammer shark. We saw a big turtle. Then we saw
the dolphin show. And an electric eel and we saw a lot of fish. We saw a big stingray
and we saw a jellyfish, a big one. We saw a beluga whale, and we saw seals. We saw a
big anaconda and snakes. We saw some poisonous frogs. They are yellow, blue and
green. It was fun in the aquarium, a great trip.
By Lucas Dela Cruz
I saw an electric eel that was big and long. I saw a clown fish that went fast. I saw some
big rays that were green.

Then we went to see the big octopus. I saw some catfish. They were black and big. I
saw some whales that were gray and they did tricks. Then we came home.
By Cesar Garcia
I saw in the aquarium different fish, and big turtle, a crocodile–the crocodile was little.
One fish with light blue and orange, two frogs, one blue and another is yellow. One
anaconda, penguins. The dolphin is dancing on the water and jumping.
By Esther Sanchez
At the aquarium I saw jelly fish. They looked like balls with strings. They move funny. I
saw turtles. They move very slowly. I also saw four whales. They did lots of tricks. I saw
an electric eel. It looked like a snake. The clown fish are orange, white, and black. They
like coral. The coral looked like grass in the water. The aquarium was fun!

